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Answer The Follgwinq Questions
euestion {: (12 marks}
A mechanical shaker of mass 100 kg with two shafts rotating with constant speed O
opposite direction . lf the shaker is supported by two isolators each of which spring constant
K and dashpot C as shown in Fig. 1. lf each shafi is equivalent to eccentric rn?ss rTls
: =2kg at an eccentricity e= 0.5 cma) Derive . general equation of motion of the shaker and
dynamic amplitude. By varying the speed Q, it is observed that the maximum amplitude[ is
1tm at O=50 rad/s Find the coefficients K and C for each isolator and find the maximum
force transmifted to the foundation.
Question 2: _ (12 marks)
n francis water turbine is shown in Fig.2 in Which water flows from A into the blades B
and down into the tail race C. The rotor has a mass of 250 kg and an unbalance me = 5
kg.mm. The radial clearance between the rotor and stator is Smm .The turbine operates in the
speed range 500 to 5000 r.p.m and the steel shaft carrying the rotor can be assumed to be

cantilever support. Knowing shaft length =2m and f= 2.07x1011N/m2.
Determine the diameier of the shaft 

- 
and transmissibility.Assume damping to be negligible.

Question3:
A mathematical model of machine tool is shown in Fig'3
mass moment of inertia of to =3ooks.ffi2 is supported on
and [2=2900N/mm. The supports are located at L1= 0.5
a- Derive the equation of motion of the model '
b-Determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the machine tool.
b- Check the correctness of the results
Question 4: (12 marks)
A cantilever of longitudinal rigidity EA, mass density p and length L performs a longitudinal
vibration .lf the free end of the beam is fastened. To a motor of mass m as shown in Fig .(4)
Derive the frequency equation of the present continuous system
(b)- lf ( p =0) the beam becomes one degree of freedom system the motor having of 500 kg and
an unbalance of 5 kg.cm. The beam is observed to vibrate with large amplitudes at the
operating speed of 1500 r.p.m of the motor .lt is proposed to add a vibration absorber to
,duce the vibration of the beam. Determine the mass and stiffness of

The absorber needed in order to have the lower frequency of the resulting system equal to
75o/o of the operating speed of the motor.
Question 5: (12 marks)
A rotating shaft with four unbalanced masses should be completely balanced by the two masses
situated on the radius ro in the two respective planes Pl and Pp ss shown in Fig.S. Find the
magnitudes of these masses rnr- ?nd mn ?nd these angular locations q€nd 9n.
GivLn: mr= 0.Skg,ITt2=1.5kg,m3=0.75kg,ma= 1.25k9, a=tOcm, rr=15 cITl, l '2=[3=25 cm, 14= 1Scm,ro=25
cm, gr= 60o, 92= 150o, Qs= 2400,9a= 3450

(12 marks)
Having a mass of m=1000 kg and a
elastic supports as kr= 3000 N/mm
m and L2= 0.8 m. r
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